
“WHAT MAKES A CHILD GIFTED AND TALENTED MAY NOT ALWAYS
BE GOOD GRADES IN SCHOOL, BUT A DIFFERENT WAY OF LOOKING

AT THE WORLD AND LEARNING.”

Literacy:
Initially the kids were introduced to the concept of strokes where they learnt about all the

strokes through different hands on activities. Once thorough with the concept, introduction to
alphabets Aa-Zz were done through phonic drill, pictures, rhymes and videos. To have a better
understanding of the letter formation, the kids were given worksheets also. Kids were taught

about vowels, their sounds and how to form three letter words (cvc words).

Numeracy:
The kids were introduced to pre-number concepts through real life objects. They also learnt
about the various 2-D shapes. They eagerly participated in searching and showcasing their

objects related to the particular shape.



They were also introduced to the concept of number counting through videos and practical
objects. They had fun counting numbers from 1-50 .

They were introduced to the number names 1 to 20.

EVS:
The kids were introduced to various topics starting with self-introduction where they learnt what

is special about them. Then we proceeded to the concept of body parts



and sense organs and the kids happily learnt about the different senses through the play way
method. To create a sense of awareness among kids they were also introduced to the different

safety rules to be followed at school and home. They also enjoyed learning about various
topics related to nature like animal and their young ones, homes of animals, water animals,

birds and insects. They learnt to identify and distinguish between the different creatures based
on their habitat.

They were introduced to different types of plants, uses of plants, fruits and vegetables and
flowers. Kids were explained about different types of seasons. They learnt about the different
community helpers who help us in our day-to-day life. They also got to know the places which

are important in our neighbourhood.



Fine Motor Skills (FMS):
Fine motor represent to small muscle development which enables a child to hold a pencil or
button a shirt. It includes eye hand coordination, eye finger coordination, finger strength and

control, as well as the development of muscles such as toes, tongue and eyes. The kids had fun
doing fine motor skill activities like zipping and unzipping of bags, tearing and pasting paper,
thumb printing, sponge dabbing, leaf printing, vegetable printing, circle pasting, palm printing,
paper folding, dal pasting, cotton pasting, free hand drawing, colouring and clay moulding. They

also had fun playing and learning concepts with sensorial materials like pink tower, brown
stairs, stacking towers, abacus, sorting objects according to shapes and colour.



Gross Motor Skills (GMS):
Gross motor skills involve larger muscles in the arm, legs and torso.To develop gross motor
skills in our children the kids enjoyed activities likewarm up exercises, hopping over cones,
hopping inside hoops, inside and outside hoppping,running race, balancing a book and
walking, yogasanas, walk backwards and forward, catch and throw a ball, ball dribbling,

hopscotch and free play on slides.





Events and celebrations:

The tiny tots participated in lots of events and celebrated different festivals that include
pink colour day, orange colour day, white colour day, Rainbow colour day, Heart day,

Diwali, Christmas, Pongal, Republic day.





Annual day celebration - Kairos Synavlia:

The School Annual day was celebrated on 7th January. The Kids enjoyed dancing on the music
of yo-baby and Mickey & Mini. They danced gracefully on the stage in front of a large crowd

without fear.



Display day - Imela Provolis:

In the month of February the Display day was organised. The kids participated in the Display
day where they got a chance to showcase their talents as well as their speaking abilities. The
kids gave their awesome performances and it was a great experience to watch the tiny tots

speak with confidence.


